
        
 

 

Antique Brick Floor tile is cut from Old St Louis Brick or Antique Carolina Brick. We also provide 
other selections as they come available. Since the tile is processed from brick that could be as old 
as 110 years old, we cannot control the variance in size, color, or some breakage.   Each Antique 
Brick is cut into three tiles.  As show in our photos on our website (www.acadianbrick.com), the 
tiles are mixed to provide a beautiful antique brick floor.   

Acadian Brick and Stone wants to provide you with authentic brick floors.  We do not provide 
manufactured pavers or fake brick. Ask us to provide samples & you will see the rich colors and 
character of the beautiful brick floor you always wanted. Extra brick tiles are added to every order 
at no charge, to allow for breakage.   

Installation  

 ..................................................................................................................................................................................

Antique Brick Floor Tiles are not manufactured pavers they will vary in size, and should be installed as you would an 
antique brick. The South Carolina and North Carolina Antique Brick Floor Tile is processed from Hand made brick. 
We target ¾ inch thickness for this style. Some of the brick may vary in thickness. Old St Louis, Old Chicago and 
Old Sand Molds will average 5/8-3/4 inch thickness. 
 

1. Prepare flooring for installation of brick tile 
 Repair all cracks in floor 
 Use a membrane to prevent additional cracking 
 Follow your builder/manufacturer specifications for floor underlayment 
 

2. A mortar bed or thinset mortar with a ½”square notch trowel is recommended for installing the Brick Tile. 
There will be variance in the thickness of the tile due to the difference in the thickness of the antique brick. 

 
3. Select pattern for the pavers. Use a String line, floor jig, or level to allow for a uniform flooring pattern 

and tile height. 
 

4. Mix tile from several pallets to insure a correct color pattern. ANTIQUE BRICK FLOOR TILE 
WILL VARY IN COLOR, SIZE & THICKNESS. 

 
5. Follow Thinset or Mortar manufacturers’ instructions by allowing a 24-hour minimum drying time.  

 
6. Clean any Thinset residue prior to grouting the brick tile floor 

 
7. Apply sealer according to manufacturers’ specifications. The sealer must be completely dry before beginning 

the grouting process. A coat of sealer or grout release is recommended prior to the grouting process.  
 

8. Grout the brick tile floor with sanded grout or mortar mix according to manufacturers’ specifications.  
 

9. Allow the Brick Floor grout to dry completely prior to applying final sealer. Follow manufacturers’ 
specifications and instructions for use of a brick sealer. 

 
 

Congratulations, you are now able to show off your beautiful antique brick floor 
We guarantee our entire antique brick floor tile is processed from authentic antique brick.       
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